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Winter Word Search!
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Travel Word Search! 
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TIC - TAC - TOE! 
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Bells
Bow
Candy Cane
Carols
Eggnog
Elf 
Garland

Gingerbread
Holly
Lights
Mistletoe
North Pole
Nutcracker

Ornaments
Presents
Reindeer
Santa
Sleigh
Snowman

Star
Stocking
Sugarplums
Tree
Wreath

Holidays !Happy  
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Jokes to share! 
What did the tornado say to the sports car?
(Want to go for a spin!)

What part of the car is the laziest?
(The wheels, because they are always tired!)

What would you call the USA if everyone had a pink car?
(A pink car-nation!)

What would you call the USA if everyone lived in their cars?
(An in-car-nation!)

What does a houseboat turn into when it grows up?
(A township!)

What made the dinosaur’s car stop?
(A flat Tire-annosaurus!)

What only starts to work after it’s fired?
(A rocket!)

What’s the worst vegetable to serve on a boat?
(Leeks!)

How do trains hear?
(Through their engine-ears!)

What do you say to a frog who needs a ride?
(Hop in!)

What happens when a frog parks in a no-parking space?
(It gets toad away!)

How do fleas travel from place to place?
(By itch-hiking!)

What do you get if you cross a dog and an airplane?
(A jet setter!)
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Color in 
the places 
you have 
visted, 
are going 
to visit, 
or have 
driven 
through! 
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Try your
best to 
complete 
the maze! 
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Road trip mad lib!

(adjective; number)(adjective; number)

(verb; past tense)(verb; past tense)

(verb; past tense)(verb; past tense)
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Color in the logo!


